
 

 

Uckfield Neighbourhood Plan Meeting   

08/10/15 

 

Present: Richard Judge, Madeleine Judge, Wendy Tagg, Donna French, Alex Butcher, Paul 

Meakin, Martyn Stenning, Sam Lear, Spike Mayhew. 

 

1. Apologies:  

Ashley Serpis, Paul Sparks, Josh Gibbens, Sharon Seaborne. 

 

2. Minutes of 10/09/15 

SL - told us she had approached Tom Hall of Future Proof, a community engagement 

company and passed on Richards email. It was agreed we still want to do the old photos as 

a promotional event and try and get done for Dec late night shopping. RJ to pursue. 

Group agreed that RJ can email out cost for approval. Photo to have logo on. 

RJ - Sue Edwards has put some docs up on website, unfortunately not in date order. 

SL - did the housing group policies not Helen Firth. 

Action- PM asked for copies of policy doc to be sent to him to read. 

 

Minutes agreed. 

 

3. Resignation of chair and treasurer. 

Both explained why giving up the role. PM offered a vote of appreciation for all the hard work 

done. 

It was agreed that we do not have enough members on each group, we need more people. 

 

4 / 5 Terms of reference and Highlands Inn Asset of Community Value 

Under terms of ref we need to have 10 members. 

If no chair the group will revert back to the town council for them to create plan. 

It was suggested by Ashley that we have an executive committee of 10 and membership of 

20 so then we can be a 'community group'.  

We are acting on behalf of the town council. We are not a designated Neighbourhood 

Forum. 

The group asked the council reps to go back to full council and Recommend the council re 

apply for ACV for Highlands. 

Action: PM to do. 

 

6. Policies (draft work in progress) 

Action: RJ is going to get some of the draft policies on the website under the groups 

headings so will pass them to Sue to put on. 

 



7. TCR project consultation 

It was suggested that we should be visible at their events. 

It was also suggested the Minecraft block builders event could be done alongside TCR. 

It was also suggested we share consultation results with them and get their results to inform 

our plan. 

Action - PM to liaise 

 

8. Wealden Local Plan 

Need to keep an eye on what is happening. 

 

9. Social Media Roundup. 

WT gave a report. 

We need some draft policies to put on social media and references to public consultation. 

We now have an Instagram acct. 

SL is now admin on Facebook so people can send her stuff to put on. 

Spike Mayhew to help with Instagram. 

 

10. Finance 

Only two bills to pay for room hire to town council. 

ACTION: MJ 

 

11. AOB  

RJ mentioned the Get Inspired Event 

Having spoken to them there are only 30 young people attending from all over Wealden / not 

Uckfield. 

They are however a good contact which was passed on to Donna.  

DF said that youth council still in its infancy hoping to engage primary schools. 

 

The resignation of Chair and Treasurer was formally accepted and the committee’s thanks 

given were given for all the hard work and done so far. 

Richard to stay on as a member. 

There were no volunteers to take on the role. 

It was noted DF, PS, SM can not stand as they are on committee as council reps. 

 

SL to be secretary for next meeting only and will contact Newick Neighbourhood Plan group 

for advice. 

PM interested in being treasurer as he feels it is an easy job so is willing to take it on. MJ to 

talk to bank re transferring bank account. 

Agreed to put something on Facebook re jobs available and what is involved. Chair and 

Secretary. Action- MJ to do 

SM to attend Get Inspired Event. 18/11/15. 

 

12.Date of next meeting - Thursday 19 November 7pm 

Action: SL to book room. MS to be acting chair. 

Ideas for agenda to SL by 11 Nov 

 

 


